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ABSTRACT
The amplification of primordial magnetic fields via a small-scale turbulent dynamo during
structure formation might be able to explain the observed magnetic fields in galaxy clusters.
The magnetisation of more tenuous large-scale structures such as cosmic filaments is more
uncertain, as it is challenging for numerical simulations to achieve the required dynamical
range. In this work, we present magneto-hydrodynamical cosmological simulations on large
uniform grids to study the amplification of primordial seed fields in the intracluster medium
(ICM) and in the warm-hot-intergalactic medium (WHIM). In the ICM, we confirm that tur-
bulence caused by structure formation can produce a significant dynamo amplification, even
if the amplification is smaller than what is reported in other papers. In the WHIM inside fila-
ments, we do not observe significant dynamo amplification, even though we achieve Reynolds
numbers of Re ∼ 200− 300. The maximal amplification for large filaments is of the order of
∼ 100 for the magnetic energy, corresponding to a typical field of a few ∼ nG starting from
a primordial weak field of 10−10 G (comoving). In order to start a small-scale dynamo, we
found that a minimum of ∼ 102 resolution elements across the virial radius of galaxy clus-
ters was necessary. In filaments we could not find a minimum resolution to set off a dynamo.
This stems from the inefficiency of supersonic motions in the WHIM in triggering solenoidal
modes and small-scale twisting of magnetic field structures. Magnetic fields this small will
make it hard to detect filaments in radio observations.
Key words: galaxy: clusters, general – methods: numerical – intergalactic medium – large-
scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
Cosmic magnetism is an astrophysical puzzle. While radio obser-
vations provide evidence for magnetic field strengths of up to a
few ∼ µG in galaxy clusters and galaxies (e.g. Ferrari et al. 2008;
Bru¨ggen et al. 2011; Ryu et al. 2011, and references therein),
the origin of such strong fields is unclear, given that the upper
limits on the primordial magnetic field at the epoch of the Cosmic
Microwave Background set B < 10−10 G (e.g. Neronov & Vovk
2010).
From a theoretical point of view, the first cosmic seed fields
can be generated in the very early Universe during inflation and
first-order phase transitions (however, the uncertainty on the
efficiency of such mechanisms is large, B ∼ 10−34 − 10−10
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recently passed away, former president of Associazione Astrofili Vittorio
Veneto, and old friend and insiprational figure in F.V.’s career.
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G, e.g. Widrow et al. 2011). Additional processes such as the
Biermann-battery, or aperiodic turbulent fluctuations in the in-
tergalactic plasma, might also provide seed fields in the range
∼ 10−19 − 10−16 G (Kulsrud et al. 1997; Schlickeiser 2012).
Later on, structure formation can cause further amplification via
a small-scale turbulent dynamo (e.g. Subramanian et al. 2006) in
two main phases: first, via exponential growth of the magnetic field
in the kinematic regime, and, second, via non-linear growth and
stretching of the coherence scales until saturation with the turbu-
lent forcing (Wang & Abel 2009; Beck et al. 2012; Schober et al.
2013; Pakmor et al. 2014). Galactic activity can yield localised
additional seeding (e.g. Kronberg et al. 1999; Vo¨lk & Atoyan
2000), while further amplification in cluster outskirts might be
produced via the magneto-thermal instability (Parrish et al. 2008)
or instabilities driven by cosmic rays accelerated by shocks
(Drury & Downes 2012; Bru¨ggen 2013). At higher redshifts
(z ∼ 2), star formation should be able to induce small-scale
dynamo by injecting turbulence from supernova explosions (e.g.
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Beck et al. 1996, 2013), producing large Rotation Measures (e.g.
Kronberg et al. 2008; Mao et al. 2012) and possibly explaining
the tight correlation between far-infrared and radio continuum
emission (Schleicher & Beck 2013).
Cosmological simulations can reproduce the observed field
strengths within galaxies and galaxy clusters starting from weak
primordial fields (e.g. Dolag et al. 1999; Bru¨ggen et al. 2005;
Bonafede et al. 2011; Ruszkowski et al. 2011), yet similar field
strengths can also be achieved with outflows from active galactic
nuclei (e.g. Xu et al. 2009; Dubois & Teyssier 2008), galactic
winds (e.g. Donnert et al. 2009) and star formation (e.g. Beck et al.
2013). In particular, Donnert et al. (2009) concluded that mag-
netized galactic outflows and their subsequent evolution within
the ICM in principle can explain the observed magnetisation of
galaxy clusters, while measuring cosmological magnetic fields in
low-density environments can reveal the origin of cosmic magnetic
fields.
Very little is known about the evolution and present-day distribu-
tion of magnetic fields in the periphery of galaxy clusters and in
the cosmic web, particularly in filaments that contain ∼ 50 − 60
percent of the total mass in the Universe (e.g. Cautun et al. 2014).
This circumstance makes the study of ultra-high energy cosmic
rays (UHECRs) very uncertain since large-scale magnetic fields
change the arrival direction of UHECRs (e.g. Sigl et al. 2003;
Ryu et al. 2010). This also adds uncertainties to the composition
of UHECRs, as the presence of magnetic fields can significantly
alter the spectrum and composition of UHECRs that reach Earth
(e.g. Alves Batista et al. 2014).
Numerical simulations are crucial for studying the non-linear
processes that lead to the amplification of the seed magnetic
fields during structure formation. In simulations, a large spatial
resolution is needed to produce the degree of turbulence that leads
to dynamo amplification (e.g. Federrath et al. 2011a; Turk et al.
2012; Latif et al. 2013). However, in filaments, neither Lagrangian
(such as smooth particle hydrodynamics) nor mesh refinement
schemes based on matter density, achieve the necessary resolution.
On the other hand, the use of fixed grids is computationally
demanding due to the need of resolving the details of the internal
structure of filaments. Whether the magnetic field in filaments
approaches equipartition with the kinetic energy, is unclear. The
amplification is expected to depend on the numerical resolution,
on the exact distribution of modes (compressive or solenoidal),
as well as on the range of dynamical scales (Schekochihin et al.
2004; Ryu et al. 2008; Cho et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2011).
Modelling of magnetic fields in filaments is relevant for the
study of radio emission from the cosmic web, that surveys in the
nearby (e.g. LOFAR) and more distant future (e.g. the SKA) might
be able to detect for the first time, in case of large enough magnetic
fields (Brown 2011; Araya-Melo et al. 2012).
2 METHODS
2.1 ENZO-MHD
The simulations performed in this work have been pro-
duced with a customised version of the grid code ENZO
(The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013). ENZO is a highly parallel
code for cosmological magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD), which
uses a particle-mesh N-body method (PM) to follow the dynam-
ics of the DM and a variety of shock-capturing Riemann solvers to
evolve the gas component.
The MHD implementation of ENZO that we use has been de-
veloped by Wang & Abel (2009) and Wang et al. (2010). It is based
on the Dedner formulation of MHD equations (Dedner et al. 2002),
which uses hyperbolic divergence cleaning to preserve the ∇ ·
B = 0 condition. The MHD solver adopted here uses a piecewise-
linear reconstruction, where fluxes at cell interfaces are calculated
using the Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) approximate Rimeann solver
(Harten 1983) and time integration is performed using a total vari-
ation diminishing (TVD) second order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme
(Shu & Osher 1988). The resulting solver is expected to be slightly
more diffusive than the piecewise-parabolic approach, but allows
a more efficient treatment of the electromagnetic terms. Extensive
tests have been conducted to compare the performance of differ-
ent MHD solvers in astrophysical codes (including the implemen-
tation of the Dedner scheme employed here) in the case of de-
caying supersonic turbulence. Overall, the Dedner cleaning com-
pared well with more complex MHD schemes, at the price of being
more dissipative at very small spatial scales, due to the small-scale
∇ · B waves generated by this scheme (Kritsuk et al. 2011). For
further tests on the validation of the code we refer the reader to
Wang & Abel (2009).
This MHD solver, as well as a version of the piece-
wise parabolic method (PPM) hydro solver, has been ported
to NVIDIA’s CUDA framework, allowing ENZO to take ad-
vantage of modern graphics hardware (Wang et al. 2010;
The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013). A key step in ENZO’s imple-
mentation is flux correction, which is required when each level of
resolution is allowed to take its own time step. Within the GPU
version of the MHD solvers, the fluxes are calculated on the GPU
and only the fluxes required for flux correction are transferred
back to the CPU. This procedure reduces the overhead associated
with the data transfer, which can be large in a heterogeneous
architecture of this sort. Due to the explicit, directionally-split
stencil pattern of both the PPM and Dedner MHD solvers, they
are well-suited for hardware acceleration. The porting onto GPUs
replaced many shared temporary arrays of the CPU version into
larger temporary arrays that are not shared among loop iterations,
and exposed the massive parallelism in the algorithm using CUDA.
For further details on the porting onto CUDA, we refer the reader
to Wang et al. (2010); The Enzo Collaboration et al. (2013, and).
Most of our simulations were run on the Piz Daint system (de-
ployed by ETHZ CSCS Swiss national supercomputing centre in
Lugano 1, a Cray XC30 supercomputer accounting for more than
5000 computing nodes, each equipped with an 8-core 64-bit In-
tel SandyBridge CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2670) and an NVIDIA Tesla
K20X GPU. When running at fixed mesh resolution, the GPU allow
to gain a factor of ∼ 4 in performance, compared to the usage of
the corresponding CPU, reducing accordingly the necessary com-
puting time and allowing the investigation of a larger parameters
space, with a given amount of computational resources.
In the Appendix we present a number of tests performed us-
ing the CUDA implementation of ENZO’s MHD solver, where we
simulated the amplification of a weak uniform field in a cubic box
with a steady driving of turbulence.
1 http://www.cscs.ch/computers/piz daint/index.html
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Figure 1. Slices through the centre of small (12 Mpc)3 set of fixed grid runs centred on a ∼ 1014M⊙ cluster, showing the log10(T [K]) for increasing
resolutions (top) and the average magnetic field strength along the line of sight (log10 B[µG], bottom).
2.2 Setups
We assume a WMAP 7-year cosmology with Ω0 = 1.0, ΩB =
0.0455, ΩDM = 0.2265, ΩΛ = 0.728, Hubble parameter h =
0.702, and a spectral index of ns = 0.961 for the primordial spec-
trum of initial matter fluctuations (Komatsu et al. 2011). The am-
plitude of the variance of the cosmic spectrum of density at the
start of each run has been varied from run to run as explained in
Sec. 3.1-3.3. The magnetic field in all runs has been initialised to
the reference value of B0 = 10−10 G (comoving), which we im-
posed as a background uniform field at the beginning of each run.
A list of runs is given in Tab. 2.2.
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Table 1. Main parameters of our MHD runs of a galaxy cluster (with exag-
gerated σ8), employed in Sec. 3.1. First column: number of grid(s) cells in
the initial conditions; column 2: spatial resolution; column 3: dark matter
mass resolution.
Ngrid ∆x[kpc] mDM[M⊙/h]
643 220 2.9 · 108
1283 110 3.6 · 107
2563 55 4.5 · 106
5123 27 5.6 · 105
6403 22 2.9 · 105
10243 13 7.0 · 104
3 RESULTS
3.1 Magnetic field amplification in the ICM
In a first set of simulations, we measured the amplification of a
cosmological weak magnetic field during the formation of a galaxy
cluster, as a benchmark test for our following studies of amplifica-
tion within filaments with ENZO-MHD.
This magnetisation of the ICM during structure formation has
already been studied with a variety of codes by many authors
(e.g. Dolag et al. 1999; Bru¨ggen et al. 2005; Dubois & Teyssier
2008; Xu et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2010; Bonafede et al. 2011),
that demonstrated how the amplification of magnetic field is a nat-
ural process within the large over-density of galaxy clusters (even
if the amplification factors can change from simulation to simu-
lation). Here we want to study the growth of magnetic fields as a
function of spatial resolution. Hence, we want to limit as much as
possible the uncertainties related to the use of adaptive mesh re-
finement (e.g. Xu et al. 2009). Therefore, we only used runs with
uniform spatial resolution along the whole cluster evolution.To this
end, we adopted an artificially large normalisation of the primor-
dial matter power spectrum, σ8 = 5.0, in creating our initial con-
ditions, in order to enable the formation of a single cluster of mass
∼ 1014M⊙ even within the rather small volume of (14 Mpc)3. Of
course, this unrealistically large value of σ8 (to be compared with
the concordance value σ8 ≈ 0.8) will shed little light on the timing
of the amplification since a large value of σ8 causes the formation
of clusters already at high redshifts. Using this idealised setup, we
simulated the evolution of the ICM employing grids from 643 to
10243 cells/DM particles corresponding to a comoving spatial res-
olution from 220 kpc to 13 kpc. A list of our cluster runs is given
in Tab. 2.2.
Figure 1 shows maps of temperature and magnetic fields for a
slice through the centre of the cluster at z = 0, for all resolutions
from 643 to 10243. While the temperature distribution of the clus-
ter varies slightly across runs, the spatial distribution of the mag-
netic fields changes clearly with increasing resolution. Starting at a
resolution of 27 kpc (5123) the morphology of the magnetic field
becomes increasingly more tangled on scales smaller than the clus-
ter core radius, and clumps of gas with B > 0.1 µG start to appear
throughout the virial volume. At our best resolution, the maximum
Reynolds number within the virial volume is:
Re ≈ (
2Rv
2∆x
)4/3 ≈ 1400 (1)
where Rv = 1.5 Mpc is the virial radius at z = 0 (e.g. Vazza et al.
2011a) and ∆x is our (comoving) spatial resolution (13 kpc in the
most resolved run). According to simulations of forced turbulence
in a box (Schekochihin et al. 2004; Cho et al. 2009; Jones et al.
2011), this is large enough to start a small-scale dynamo. The for-
mer likely represents an overestimate of the real Reynolds number
in the flow, because the cluster’s virial radius was smaller in the
past, and because the driving of the turbulence by sub-clusters
preferentially occurs on scales smaller than the current virial radius
(Vazza et al. 2012), thereby limiting the outer scale of turbulence.
At all resolutions, the radial profile of the magnetic fields
at z = 0 (Fig. 2) shows the build-up of the magnetic field in the
centre. The growth of the field proceeds faster with increasing
resolution in the innermost regions. Inside the virial volume, the
average profile of the magnetic field does not vary much with
resolution in the range between 27 kpc and 13 kpc, suggesting
that we are not far from convergence. The maximum field we
observe in the centre is ∼ 0.7µG, corresponding to a maximum
amplification factor of ∼ 5 · 107 for the magnetic energy and 7000
for the magnetic field. Beyond the virial radius the simulation does
not seem to be fully converged. At distances of 1 Rv from the
cluster centre, the average field varies from ∼ 0.02 − 0.04 µG at
low resolution to ∼ 0.1µG at high resolution. For a cluster of this
mass and central temperature (∼ 3 · 107K), the resulting plasma
beta is of the order of β ∼ 100 (where β = nkBT/PB, where n is
the gas density and PB is the magnetic pressure) in the innermost
cluster regions. This matches observations for real galaxy clusters
(Murgia et al. 2004; Bonafede et al. 2010).
Figure 3 shows the comoving kinetic energy per unit mass
(top lines) and magnetic field spectra (lower lines) for all resolu-
tions at z = 0. All spectra were computed in a (7 Mpc)3 cubic
box centred on the cluster, using an FFT algorithm and assuming
periodic boundary conditions. In order to compare our spectra
to standard “turbulence in a box” simulations (e.g. Haugen et al.
2003; Schekochihin et al. 2004; Cho et al. 2009; Kritsuk et al.
2011), we assumed ρ = 1 for the gas, which removes the effect
of density fluctuations on the kinetic energy spectra. The specific
kinetic energy spectra are very similar at all resolutions, with
a power-law slightly steeper than the Kolmogorov slope across
more than two orders of magnitude in scale. This is in agreement
with previous numerical results (e.g. Vazza et al. 2009, 2011a,
2012; Gaspari & Churazov 2013). The magnetic field spectra,
however, show the clear build-up of the small-scale magnetic field
as soon as the spatial resolution is sufficiently fine. From k > 4
the magnetic spectra get shallower as resolution is increased, and
in the range 10 6 k 6 100 a significant pile-up of magnetic
energy occurs for resolutions better than 2563 (i.e. ∆x 6 55
kpc). The observed small-scale spectra are qualitatively similar to
previous results by Xu et al. (2009), even if their seeding model
for the magnetic field differs from that we adopted. No developed
power-law spectra is observed for the magnetic field, but a peak
that moves towards larger scales as resolution is increased, similar
to Haugen et al. (2003); Cho et al. (2009) and at odds with what is
usually assumed in Faraday Rotation models (Murgia et al. 2004;
Bonafede et al. 2010, 2013). The peak in the magnetic energy is
located at k ∼ 100 (∼ 50 kpc) in our highest resolution run.
The build-up over time of the small-scale magnetic field is shown
in Figure 4 for our 10243 run.2 The dependence on resolution is
2 We observe that at scales close to the resolution of the box, i.e. k ∼
256 in Fig. 4 a spurious effect on the magnetic spectra is caused by the
small-scale waves used by the Dedner cleaning to preserve ∇ ·B = 0. We
found this effect particularly in the small-scale fields in the cold hypersonic
flows outside of clusters and filaments. Here the energy equation is evolved
adopting the dual energy formalism (The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013), a
regime where the exact conservation of hydro/MHD quantities is non-trivial
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 2. Main parameters of our MHD runs of a cosmic filament, referred
to in Sec. 3.2. First column: number of grid(s) cells in the initial condi-
tions; column 2: spatial resolution; column 3: dark matter mass resolution;
column 4: AMR levels (D=refinement based on the local gas over density;
V=refinement based on the local velocity jump).
Ngrid ∆x[kpc] mDM[M⊙/h] AMR
643 1170 1.22 · 1011 0
1283 585 1.52 · 1010 0
2563 292 1.90 · 109 0
5123 146 2.38 · 108 0
5123 73 2.38 · 108 1D
5123 73 2.38 · 108 1DV
5123 36 2.38 · 108 2D
stronger for the magnetic field than for the velocity field, and the
highest resolution run shows a final magnetic field energy which
is a factor ∼ 103 larger than that of the lowest resolution run. The
small change of the final magnetic energy going from 6403 to
10243 (where actually the total magnetic energy is slightly lower,
an effect we ascribe to tiny variations in the non-linear evolution
of the MHD structure within the volume) suggests that no further
increase in the spatial resolution can produce a significant increase
in the magnetic field amplification.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of
∫
Ev(k)dk and
∫
EB(k)dk
for all runs, where we integrated the spectra only from kcl > 4
in order to focus on the kinetic/magnetic energy fluctuations con-
tained within the cluster volume (1/kcl ∝ Rv, where Rv ∼ 1.5
Mpc at z = 0). The total comoving kinetic energy per unit of
mass is smaller by one order of magnitude going from z = 10 to
z = 0. This is an effect of the thermal dissipation of infall motions
via shock heating and turbulent dissipation, and the increase
of the small-scale kinetic energy as a function of resolution is
only modest, i.e. a factor ∼ 3 by z = 0. On the other hand, the
small-scale magnetic energy is increased by a factor ∼ 106 by
the end of the run. Even in this case, the amplified field is far
from equipartition with the velocity field at all scales, even if the
difference at the smallest scale is small (EB/Ev ∼ 0.1 − 0.3
for k ∼ 100), and in the fully saturated stage the peak of the
small-scale magnetic energy is expected to drift ot even smaller
spatial scales (Bhat & Subramanian 2013).
In summary, our tests confirm the start of small-scale turbu-
lent amplification of magnetic fields at high resolution. The typ-
ical magnetic field strength reaches a maximum of ∼ 0.7 µG
in the cluster centre. Even if the exact level of the amplification
might depend on numerical details and codes (e.g. Dolag et al.
1999; Bru¨ggen et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2009; Bonafede et al. 2010;
Collins et al. 2010), our results are in agreement with the basic sce-
nario of turbulent amplification of primordial fields to explain the
observed magnetisation of galaxy clusters.
3.2 Magnetic field amplification in filaments
In a separate set of MHD runs, we investigated the amplification
of the primordial magnetic field in a cosmic filament. Here we
used the canonic value of σ8 = 0.8 and started from a larger
cosmological volume (75 Mpc)3, in which we selected a massive
due to the large unbalance between the kinetic and the internal gas energy
of cells.
Figure 2. Average profile of the magnetic field at z = 0 for our cluster runs
at all resolutions.
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Figure 3. Specific kinetic energy (top lines) and magnetic (lower lines)
spectra for a volume of (7 Mpc)3 centre of the cluster of Fig. 1 for all
simulated resolutions. The spatial frequency, k, is in units of the box size
and for each run goes from k = 1 (7 Mpc) to the Nyquist frequency of
each spectrum (i.e. twice the grid resolution of each run).
∼ 15 Mpc long filament which may be regarded as representative
(as shown in the large-scale view of Fig. 6). As before, we
initialised the primordial field at z = 30 as a uniform field with
strength B0 = 10−10 G (comoving). Figure 7 shows the final
magnetic field in a central slice through all our filament runs at
z = 0. The magnetic field is the highest close to the major axis
of the filament, and its maximum observed strength is only of a
few ∼ nG. Fig. 8 shows slices of gas temperature, velocity and
magnetic field through the centre of the filament along its length
taken at different epochs. The filament is already in place at z = 1
and connects two ∼ 1014M⊙ clusters (that are located outside
of the adaptive mesh refinement, AMR, region). Its peripheral
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000
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Figure 7. Slices of magnetic field strength in a filament with increasing spatial resolution, at z = 0. The size of each slice is 9 Mpc ×18 Mpc.
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Figure 4. Evolution of (comoving) velocity (top lines) and magnetic (lower
lines) spectra for the 10243 cluster run. The additional horizontal lines
show the reference slopes of k−5/3 and k−2.
regions feature strong (M ∼ 10− 100) accretion shocks along its
extension, where the accreted smooth gas (that mostly falls into it
along the perpendicular of the accretion region) is shock-heated
to a few ∼ 106 K. Downstream of accretion shocks inside the
filament, most of the gas flow is supersonic, as the sound speed at
T ∼ 106 K is cs ≈ 100 km/s, lower than the measured velocities
(which are ∼ 100 − 300 km/s). The magnetic field increases
from ∼ 3 · 10−11 G to a few ∼ 10−9 G downstream of the
shocks. After this first boost, there is little further amplification
within the filament and even the most magnetised patches hardly
reach ∼ 10−8 G. We have highlighted some of these patches in
Fig. 9, where we compared the velocity field and the magnetic
field strength within a slice through the filament. Although there
is no one-to-one correlation between velocity field and magnetic
field, the observed trend suggests that further amplification within
the filament occurs in the proximity of shocks or regions where
gas flows collide. However, there is little evidence of eddies with
strong curling motions. This is quite different from clusters at
comparable resolution. If we rescale the number of cells by the
width of the filament, our most resolved run here is comparable to
cluster runs
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Figure 5. Evolution of the total kinetic energy per unit mass inside the clus-
ter volume of Fig. 1 (top lines) and of the total magnetic energy for the same
volume, as a function of resolution. The energies are given in [(cm/s)2].
our 10243 cluster run in terms of the maximum Reynolds number
in the flow.
In order to test convergence, we re-simulated the same initial
conditions with four different resolutions on a fixed grid (from
643 to 5123 cells/DM particles). The filament we have chosen
is roughly oriented along the z-axis of the grid (Fig. 6), which
also enabled us to perform additional AMR runs by restricting the
region for the active refinement to a narrow rectangular selection
within the root grid volume. Thus we have re-simulated the region
with up to two more levels of refinement (reaching a maximum
resolution of 36 kpc). By the end of its evolution, the filament
reaches a transverse size up to ∼ 4 Mpc, corresponding to ∼ 200
cells in our AMR runs with three levels. In AMR runs, we let ENZO
refine the cell size by a factor of two wherever the local gas density
exceeded the density at the level l by factor ∆ = ρl/ρl−1, where
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 8. Evolution of the filament in a simulation with 5123 cells and 2 levels of AMR (the peak resolution is 36 kpc). From top to bottom, the fields shown
are: gas temperature, velocity modulus and magnetic field strength, for a thin slice of depth 36 kpc. The sides of each image measure 9 Mpc ×18 Mpc. From
left to right, the redshifts are z = 4.6, z = 1.8, z = 0.9 and z = 0.4 and z = 0.
we have set ∆ = 3. As previously remarked, the use of AMR may
not be optimal for the study of magnetic fields since refining on
matter over-density alone can artificially suppress turbulence in
regions that are relevant for dynamo amplification (e.g. Xu et al.
2009). For this reason, in a control run with one AMR level, we
also enabled AMR wherever the velocity jump along any of the
coordinate axes was larger than ∆v = |vj+1 − vj−1|/|vj |, as in
Vazza et al. (2009). The results are very similar to those obtained
adopting the density refinement criterion only, since the turbulent
velocity field within the filament is mostly supersonic (Ryu et al.
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Figure 9. Details of the gas velocity flow (left) and of the magnetic field strength (right) for a central slice through the simulated filament of Fig. 8. The
contours are the same in both panels and show the isocontours of the velocity field. The size of the image is 9 Mpc ×7 Mpc and the peak resolution is 36 kpc.
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Figure 6. Projected (volume-weighted) temperature for the parent 5123
simulation of a (75 Mpc)3 volume at z = 0 that we used to re-simulate
the evolution of a massive filament (within the white selection) in Sec. 3.2.
2008), and the density variations within it are large enough for
our conservative choice for ∆ to trigger refinements in most of
its interior. It turns out that from redshift z = 1, roughly 20-25
percent of our AMR region is covered by cells at the highest
resolution (≈ 6.55 · 106 cells), corresponding to more than a
∼ 60 − 70 percent of the volume occupied by the filament within
the AMR region itself. Incidentally, the same choice would not
work for galaxy clusters, where the density varies more gently and
the turbulence is subsonic (Xu et al. 2009; Vazza et al. 2009). The
parameters for this set of simulations are summarised in Tab. 3.1.
The velocity spectra for our run with the highest resolution
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Figure 10. Evolution of the comoving velocity spectra (top lines) and of
the comoving magnetic spectra (lower lines) for our filament run with 5123
cells and 2 AMR levels. The additional horizontal lines show the reference
slopes of k−5/3 and k−2. The spatial frequency, k, is in unit of the box
size and for each run goes from k = 1 (18 Mpc) to the Nyquist frequency
of each spectrum (i.e. twice the grid resolution of each run).
displays a similar evolution as in the cluster (Fig. 10), and present
a well-defined power law (compatible with ∝ k−2) for nearly two
decades in scale. The magnetic spectra again do not show a clear
power-law behaviour, and show small-scale bumps which evolve
with time. However, the build-up of the small-scale magnetic
structure is much less significant than in the ICM. Moreover, the
trend does not increase over time but reaches it maximum around
z ∼ 1 (green lines), while the small-scale power is ∼ 1− 2 orders
of magnitude smaller at z = 0. Overall, the magnetic spectra seem
to evolve much faster towards their maximum, compared to the
case of the ICM, but since z ∼ 1 they do not show significant
evolution on most scales. The maximum in the magnetic field
spectra on small scales (k > 80, corresponding to 6 200 kpc) is
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Figure 11. Comparison of the velocity spectra (top lines) and of the mag-
netic spectra (lower lines) for our filament runs (Sec. 3.2) at z = 0 for
different resolutions. The units of the spatial frequency k are as in Fig.10.
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Figure 12. Evolution of the total kinetic energy per unit of mass inside the
filament volume (top lines) and of the total magnetic energy for the same
volume, as a function of resolution. The energies are given in [(cm/s)2]
matched by an excess of velocity power at the same scales. The
time corresponds to the epoch in which the filamentary region that
connects the two forming clusters assembles most of his mass, and
when shock heating raises the WHIM’s temperature to > 106 K
(Fig. 8). At this time, gas flows into the filament from opposite
sides at large velocities, and compresses the magnetic fields. Still,
the plasma beta is only of the order of β ∼ 105 − 106 in the
filament.
The dependence on resolution of the power spectra (Fig. 11) is
similar to that of clusters (Fig. 3), and runs with higher resolution
show the build-up of small-scale magnetic fields, even if less
evident than in the ICM. For comparison, at k = 10 the magnetic
power spectra increases by more than a factor of ∼ 100 in the ICM
run when the resolution is increased by a factor of 8, while this is
less than a factor ∼ 10 in the filament.
The integrated velocity and magnetic spectra as a function
of time are given in Fig. 12. Again, we filtered out scales smaller
than the mean diameter of the filament at z = 0, to focus only on
velocity and magnetic field fluctuations that are roughly contained
within the filament (6 4 Mpc). The continuous accretion of matter
onto the filament causes the growth of both quantities: during the
whole evolution the specific kinetic energy has increased by ∼ 2
orders of magnitude, while the magnetic energy has increased
by ∼ 3 orders of magnitude in our best resolved runs, and ∼ 2
orders of magnitude in our coarsest run. This is very different from
our previous results for clusters (Fig. 5). While the increase of
specific kinetic energy is similar, the increase of magnetic energy
with resolution is much slower with resolution, indicating that
convergence might be within reach. This suggests that starting
from a resolution of the order of 73 kpc (∼ 1/60 of the thickness
of the filament) or better, the effects of compressive modes and
shocks on the final magnetic field does not increase with resolution.
We conclude that despite the large dynamical range of scales
of our AMR runs (corresponding to a Reynolds number of∼ 210 in
our most resolved case, by assuming that the outer scale is the aver-
age diameter of the filament, ∼ 4 Mpc), in our simulated filament
we do not observe a significant small-scale dynamo. Moreover, the
trend with resolution of spectra and integrated quantities indicates
that the lack of efficient amplification is robust against further in-
crease in resolution, thereby limiting the maximum amplification
factor to ∼ 100 for the magnetic energy in the WHIM for this ob-
ject. In Sec. 4, we will discuss this further.
3.3 Larger cosmological runs
Given the limited statistical significance of results obtained with
single objects, we proceed to large-scale unigrid cosmological
simulations comprising hundreds of clusters and filaments. As be-
fore, we initialised the magnetic field with a uniform B0 = 1010G
at z = 30 and employed the Dedner scheme on the MHD version
of ENZO (Wang et al. 2010).
First we present our largest run: a (50 Mpc)3 volume simulated
with 24003 cells and DM particles (resolution 20.8 kpc), which,
as far as we know, is the largest MHD cosmological simulation to
date. The simulation used ∼ 4.5 million core hours running on
512 nodes (2048 cores in total) on Piz Daint. The resolution was
chosen such that at least a cell size of ∼ 20 kpc could be achieved
in order to obtain sufficient amplification in 1014M⊙ halos. The
simulation box is large enough in order to contain massive galaxy
clusters with a concordance model σ8.
Figure 13 shows the projected (mass-weighted) magnetic
field strength at z = 0 across the whole volume. In regions of large
over-densities, the magnetic field is amplified beyond the effect of
compression by twisting motions driven by accretion and mergers.
Twisted magnetic field structures are found only close to the centre
of halos or in the proximity of the main axis of filaments. The
maximum field attained in filaments hardly reaches ∼ 10 nG,
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while in the most massive halos the maximum magnetic field is of
the order of ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 µG at most.
The average B(n) (Fig. 14) shows that, for the largest part,
the magnetic field scales as B ∝ n2/3 with little scatter. At high
densities, the large number of small halos dominates the average
and cause a flattening of the relation because of the small number
of massive hot clusters 3. For this reason we also plot (red lines)
the average relation obtained only using cells with T > 107K,
which highlights the ICM. Then the upper envelope of the average
reaches ∼ 0.1 µG at densities typical of cluster centres, which is
an effect of the small-scale dynamo (Sec. 3.1). However, for the
concordance value of σ8 = 0.8 the high-mass clusters form late
in time compared to the cluster previously simulated and hence the
amplification by z = 0 is less efficient by the end of the run. The
rather small final mass/size of the clusters formed in the (50Mpc)3
is too small to probe large Reynolds numbers for most of the sim-
ulated objects. Our high temperature threshold selects objects with
virial masses above ∼ 5 · 1013 − 1014M⊙, i.e. with virial radii
around ∼ 1 Mpc. In this case the virial radius is sampled with at
least > 1503 cells at z = 0, and the numerical Reynolds number of
the flow is Re ∼ 500 (Eq. 1). This fulfils the criterion proposed by
Federrath et al. (2011b) and Latif et al. (2013), according to which
a minimum amount of 1283 cells per Jeans length is necessary to
obtain dynamo effects in primordial halos. At the over-density typ-
ical of filaments, n/〈n〉 ∼ 1 − 10, the average magnetic field is
6 10 nG, as found in our previous filament runs.
3.4 Additional magnetic field seeding by galaxies
Finally, we investigate the possible role of additional magnetic
field seeding from galaxies crossing the filament. In a simulation
box of (25 Mpc)3 sampled by a 12003 mesh, we tested the effect
of releasing additional magnetic fields as small magnetic loops
injected at the estimated location of forming galaxies. The location
of each presumed galaxy was assigned based on a (comoving) gas
over density larger than 500 times the critical gas density, and at
the centre of each over-dense region we injected a magnetic loop
(32 cells across) with a total magnetic field strength corresponding
to β = 100 at the location of each galaxy. For the sake of
simplicity, we enabled the seeding from galaxies only once at
z = 2, and compared the results at z = 0 to the model with purely
primordial seeding. This model can only test the efficiency of
magnetisation of filaments and galaxy clusters through stripping
and mixing of gas from magnetised halos in the course of their
motions inside large-scale structures. Note that our seeding model
does not include the additional effect of gas outflows driven by
winds and AGN.
The additional seeding magnetises the high-density ICM lead-
ing to field strengths of up to of ∼ 0.1 − 1 µG at the centre of the
most massive halos at z = 0. The distribution function of magnetic
energy and the average B(n) (Fig.15) shows how the galactic seed-
ing has the greatest effect in halos (n/〈n〉 > 100). There, the final
magnetic field is ∼ 10 − 30 times larger, reaching ∼ 0.3µG even
3 A flat relation, B(n), at high densities has also been reported by
Skillman et al. (2013) using ENZO MHD simulations with Constrained
Transport (Collins et al. 2010). A possible explanation for the level of flat-
tening measured in their and our runs is an excess of numerical magnetic
reconnection due to finite spatial resolution.
Figure 14. Average relation between magnetic field and gas density for
(50 Mpc)3 with 24003 cells at z = 0. The black lines show the
magnetic-energy weighted average B for all cells as a function of density
(solid=mean, dotted=±3σ scatter), while the red lines show the relation
computed only for T > 107K cells to better mark the trend in galaxy clus-
ters. The additional grey line shows the expected trend for pure compression
(B ∝ n2/3).
in the low-mass halos formed in this smaller box. However, the ef-
fect outside of these halos is quite limited since only the B > 10
nG is significantly affected by the additional seeding from galaxies
(bottom panel).
In summary, while more complex time-dependent model of
magnetic seeding from high-redshift galaxies are required, our
results do not show significant large-scale magnetisation by the
simple advection and stripping of magnetised galaxies. The in-
clusion of fast (or continuous) magnetised outflows driven by
galactic activity might yield different results. SPH simulations by
Donnert et al. (2009) have shown that the magnetisation of the cos-
mic web outside of halos in galactic seeding scenarios is very
model-dependent.
4 DISCUSSION
We have investigated the amplification of primordial magnetic
fields as a function of spatial resolution. Our results can be sum-
marised as follows:
• Magnetic field amplification in the ICM: We have simulated
the small-scale dynamo in a galaxy cluster with uniform grids of
increasing resolution (from 220 to 13 kpc). At resolutions with
cell sizes below ∼ 26 kpc we observe the emergence of small-scale
power in the magnetic energy spectra. The amplification seems to
have reached convergence at the maximum resolution of 13 kpc
(i.e. ∼ 1/100 of the cluster virial radius at z = 0), at least inside
the virial region. The magnetic fields reach ∼ 0.4 µG in the cluster
core, corresponding to∼ 1/100 of the thermal energy of the cluster
within the same volume. Although our setup is rather artificial (due
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Figure 13. Projected (density weighted) magnetic field intensity for our 24003 simulation of a (50 Mpc)3 volume at z = 0.
to the use of an artificially large value of σ8 in order to enable
the growth of a massive cluster inside a small cosmic volume), the
results are in agreement with previous results (Dolag et al. 1999;
Bru¨ggen et al. 2005; Dubois & Teyssier 2008; Donnert et al. 2009;
Collins et al. 2010).
• Magnetic field amplification in cosmic filaments: In filaments,
the maximum amplification factor for the magnetic energy is of the
order of ∼ 100 and the maximum field strength, close to the axis of
the filament, hardly reaches ∼ 0.01 µG. The corresponding mag-
netic energy is only ∼ 10−5 of the gas kinetic energy, smaller than
what is found in driven turbulence simulations (e.g. Federrath et al.
2011a). The physical reason for this is discussed in the next Sec-
tion.
These results seem to be independent of resolution and apply up
to the largest Reynolds number we could probe here, Re ≈ 200.
The independence of resolution stems from the fact that the ratio of
kinetic energy of compressive and solenoidal modes within the fil-
ament does not change significantly with resolution. Compressive
forcing only leads to inefficient magnetic field amplification.
• Amplification as a function of environment: Inside halos where
the virial volume is sampled with enough resolution elements (>
1503 inside the virial volume) we find some dynamo amplification,
as suggested by Federrath et al. (2011b) and Latif et al. (2013). The
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Figure 15. Top panel: average relation between magnetic field and gas den-
sity (as in Fig. 14) for two resimulations of (25 Mpc)3 volume at z = 0,
with a cosmological weak magnetic field initialised at z = 30 (black) or
with the additional release of magnetic loops from ”galaxies” in the vol-
ume at z = 2 (red). The additional grey line shows the expected results for
pure compression. Bottom panel: energy-weighted distribution of magnetic
fields for the same runs.
additional release of stronger magnetic fields from the high density
peaks of halos (here assumed to take place only once at z = 2)
does not affect the magnetic fields in filaments at z = 0. However,
it does increase the magnetisation of the ICM at z = 0, due to
stripping and further mixing of the additional magnetic field in the
turbulent ICM.
4.1 What is the difference between the small-scale dynamo in
clusters and filaments?
Figure 16 summarises our results for the amplification of magnetic
field in the ICM and in the WHIM, as measured in our cluster and
filament runs. The plots show the amplification of magnetic energy
and of the mean magnetic field strength (averaged inside the cluster
and filament volume) at z = 0, where we assigned a fiducial maxi-
mum Reynolds number to both systems from Eq. 1. The Reynolds
numbers in the filament are smaller but the observed dependence
on resolution suggest that there would be no efficient dynamo,
even for fairly large numerical Reynolds numbers (∼ 200). The
magnetic fields in the ICM can be understood from simulations
(Schekochihin et al. 2004; Cho et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2011) with
Pm = 1 (where Pm = η/ν is the Prandtl number, and η, ν are
the magnetic resistivity and physical viscosity, respectively). They
concluded that for a large enough Reynolds number an exponential
growth of the field is observed, followed by a linear growth on the
timescales of several tens of dynamical times. During the expo-
nential phase B(t) = B0 exp(Γt/τ ), where B0 is the initial field
strength, t is the time and τ is a characteristic time of the system
(which can be here approximated as the sound crossing time). A
fast dynamo occurs only when Γ is ≫ 1. In a Pm = 1 regime the
relation between Γ and the Reynolds number is Γ ≈ R
1/2
e
X
(X is
a numerical factor of order X ∼ 15 − 30, from which it follows
that Re > 152 − 302 to enter the exponential phase). These results
suggests that even if the system is subject to continuous turbulent
forcing at the largest scales, it takes several tens of crossing time
for the system to reach a stationary magnetic field strength of
the order of ∼ 30 percent of the total kinetic energy. This is not
far from what we observe, at least on the smallest spatial scales,
in our simulated cluster at the highest resolution, owing to the
fairly large Re ∼ 1400 there. This is not observed in the fila-
ment, even at our highest resolution, with no sign of dynamo action.
Besides the smaller numerical Reynolds number in the fila-
ments, there are additional reasons to believe that the amplifica-
tion cannot be significantly larger than this - even in case of a
much larger Re. First, previous simulations by independent groups
have shown that compressive forcing of turbulence is very in-
efficient in producing dynamo amplification, as most of the en-
ergy pumped into the system is quickly dissipated into shocks
(Haugen & Brandenburg 2006; Federrath et al. 2011a; Jones et al.
2011) (see also our Appendix). In particular, Federrath et al.
(2011a) have shown that the magnetic field dynamo driven by
forced turbulence in a box exhibits a characteristic drop of the
growth rate at the transition from subsonic to supersonic turbu-
lent flow. Solenoidal turbulence drives more efficient dynamos, due
to the higher level of vorticity generation and the stronger tan-
gling of the magnetic field. Based on the different approach of
solving the Kazantsev equation with the WKB (Wentzel, Kramers,
and Brillouin) approximation, Schober et al. (2012) measured the
growth rate of magnetic field dynamo in different turbulent mod-
els. They showed that for highly compressible turbulence the criti-
cal Reynolds number to produce an efficient dynamo is larger than
in the case of Kolmogorov turbulence (i.e. ∼ 2700 vs ∼ 100),
and that the growth rate in the compressible case has a shallower
dependence on the Reynolds number (i.e. Γ ∝ R1/3e for Burgers
turbulence and ∝ R1/2e for Kolmogorov turbulence ). Finally, us-
ing a Fokker-Planck approach to compute the growth of magnetic
field dynamo in the non-linear regime, Schleicher et al. (2013) have
recently shown that the characteristic length scale of the magnetic
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field grows faster in Burgers than in Kolmogorov turbulence. This
confirms that in the presence of compressive forcing dynamo am-
plification is much less efficient than in the solenoidal forcing case.
This is even more apparent in filaments because strong advection
motions along the spine of filaments continuously move turbulent
eddies away from the region of colliding flows, reducing small-
scale dynamo more severely than in the case of stationary forcing
of solenoidal turbulence in the box (e.g. Federrath et al. 2011a).
Here, we have analysed how the modes of the velocity field evolve
with spatial resolution in both cases. To this end, we decomposed in
the velocity field using the Hodge-Helmholtz projection in Fourier
space (e.g. Kritsuk et al. 2011), and computed the kinetic energy
in the compressive and in the solenoidal modes. In both cases, we
selected a region at z = 0, not affected by infall motions outside of
accretion shocks.
The panels in Figure 17 show our results: while in the ICM the
budget of kinetic energy in compressive modes decreases with res-
olution, in the WHIM the energy does not change. At the best res-
olution, the energy in compressive modes is only ∼ 30 percent in
the ICM and up to ∼ 60 percent in the WHIM. The fact that the ki-
netic energy in solenoidal motions is higher in galaxy clusters and
smaller in the WHIM has already been established by cosmolog-
ical numerical simulations (Ryu et al. 2008; Iapichino et al. 2011;
Zhu et al. 2013; Miniati 2014). However, we find that this persists
at high resolution and that in filaments ∼ 2/3 of the kinetic en-
ergy is in form of supersonic compressive modes. This explains the
lack of amplification in filaments, despite the increase in the nu-
merical Reynolds number. Indeed, the maximum amplification of
magnetic energy in subsonic solenoidal turbulence (as in the ICM)
is expected to be ∼ 1−2 orders of magnitude higher than the max-
imum amplification reached in supersonic compressive turbulence
(as in the WHIM) (Federrath et al. 2011a). Moreover, the growth
rate in the first case is ∼ 5− 10 times faster.
4.2 Physical and numerical limitations of the MHD picture
Our resolution tests went down to a resolution of ∼ 20 kpc even
though the smallest collisional scales in the WHIM should be
∼ 100− 103 kpc based on pure Coulomb interactions. Below this
scale a kinetic modelling could be more appropriate (Weinberg
2013). However, if efficient scattering occurs between particles and
magnetic perturbations induced by small scale plasma instabilities,
then the mean free path of particles decreases in a self-regulating
process: if turbulence is stronger at the scale of injection, the
mean free path of plasma particles is reduced and the range of
scales over which the fluid behaves as collisional is increased
(Schekochihin et al. 2005; Kunz et al. 2011; Brunetti & Lazarian
2011). Whether or not the same picture applies to the even more
tenuous and weakly magnetised WHIM in filaments, is presently
uncertain.
Regarding the MHD scheme, the Dedner hyperbolic cleaning
scheme (Dedner et al. 2002) is a robust and widely used method
in the literature, but is prone to small-scale artefacts and artifi-
cial dissipation due to the ∇ · v¯ wave necessary to limit to the
presence of magnetic monopoles. In the literature, this method
has been compared to others, both for grid and SPH simulations
(Dedner et al. 2002; Wang & Abel 2009; Mignone et al. 2010;
Kritsuk et al. 2011; Stasyszyn et al. 2013; Pakmor et al. 2014), re-
porting good consistency. In particular, Kritsuk et al. (2011) have
investigated in detail the performance of several MHD methods in
the case of decaying supersonic turbulence in an isothermal box, in-
cluding the Dedner scheme implemented in ENZO. They concluded
that all codes agreed well on the kinetic and magnetic energy de-
cay rate, but they varied on the amplitude of the peak magnetic
energy, as this was significantly dependent on the numerical dissi-
pation of each method (that in turns determines the effective mag-
netic Reynolds number). They found that the use of explicit diver-
gence cleaning reduces the magnetic spectral bandwidth relative to
codes that preserve the condition on the magnetic field exactly, as
the constrained transport (CT) methods. They concluded that codes
that fall short in some of the investigated diagnostics (i.e. dissipa-
tion of small scale modes in the Dedner cleaning scheme) still can
get to the correct physical answer, provided that they compensate
the higher numerical dissipation with higher numerical resolution.
4.3 Comparison to previous work
Our results for non-radiative runs seem to be in agreement with
those obtained by Bru¨ggen et al. (2005), Dubois & Teyssier (2008)
and Collins et al. (2010), who also reported evidence of growth
of magnetic fields in excess of simple compression even if with
lower efficiencies 4. Runs with radiative cooling readily obtain
magnetic fields of the order of ∼ µG in the ICM, mainly as a
result of overcooling (Dubois & Teyssier 2008; Collins et al. 2010;
Ruszkowski et al. 2011). Despite some similarity in the magnetic
spectra, it is difficult to relate to the ENZO-MHD simulations by
(Xu et al. 2009, 2011) since their seeding is very different from
ours.
There is disagreement, though, with the results of cosmo-
logical SPH simulations (Dolag et al. 1999; Gazzola et al. 2007;
Dolag et al. 2008; Donnert et al. 2009; Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009;
Bonafede et al. 2011; Beck et al. 2012; Stasyszyn et al. 2013;
Beck et al. 2013), that typically reach much larger amplification
factors for the magnetic energy, already at high redshift (z > 2).
Understanding these differences is beyond the goal of this paper,
and we can only speculate that the reason lies in the capability
of SPH in refining the innermost regions of halos already at
earlier times. However, also the difficulty in correctly modelling
small-scale velocity structures (and the connected magnetic-field
amplification) in SPH might be responsible for the difference
(Bauer & Springel 2012; Price 2012), for which ad-hoc solu-
tion are required (Dolag et al. 2005; Dolag & Stasyszyn 2009;
Donnert et al. 2013; Stasyszyn et al. 2013).
Few papers address the magnetic field amplification in fila-
ments. Early MHD grid simulations by Sigl et al. (2003) predicted
∼ 10 − 100 nG fields in filaments. However, the total normalisa-
tion of the magnetic fields had to be scaled up in order to match
the observation of the Coma cluster. Taking this into account and
normalising by the assumed initial seed field, these simulations es-
sentially showed only compressive amplification of magnetic fields
in filaments, in line with what we also find at low resolution.
Bru¨ggen et al. (2005) applied instead AMR and a passive scheme
in FLASH to monitor the amplification of magnetic fields also at the
scale of filaments, and reported an average amplification factor of
4 Also the latest very high-resolution cluster simulations by F. Miniati (see
Miniati 2014, for a study of the hydrodynamical properties of these sim-
ulations) confirms the difficulty to get to very large amplification factors,
despite the fairly large numerical Reynolds number achieved there (private
communication).
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Figure 17. Resolution-dependence of the ratio between compressive and
total (compressive+solenoidal) kinetic energy in clusters and filaments.
∼ 103 − 104 for the magnetic energy of filaments, i.e. larger than
what we found here. This can be explained by the difference in the
adopted MHD scheme, even if the spectra of magnetic fields did
not show evidence for small-scale dynamo amplification and the
topology of magnetic fields in filaments was found to be laminar.
Smaller amplification factors for the magnetic energy, essentially
in agreement with our results here, were found using SPH simu-
lations by Dolag et al. (2004) with a constrained realisation of the
nearby (100 Mpc)3 Universe. Finally, several of our results have
already been explained by Ryu et al. (2008), who used an hybrid
approach to rescale the magnetic field distribution obtained with
a passive MHD solver coupled to a cosmological simulations. In
post-processing, they then estimated the saturated growth of mag-
netic fields based on the (unresolved) turbulent decay of vortical
motions resolved in the simulation. The important difference in the
modes of turbulent forcing in filaments and galaxy clusters, and its
impact on the amplification of weak primordial fields was already
pointed out in their work, and our direct simulation with a larger
spatial resolution confirmed their main results Ryu et al. (2008).
However, our simulations (see also our tests in the Appendix) have
shown that the results of dynamo amplification in driven turbulence
(specially in the isothermal case) cannot be trusted to exactly pre-
dict the maximum dynamo amplification in WHIM. First, due to the
major role played by shocks even in the filament interiors, which
cannot be fully captured with isothermal computations, since this
largely underestimates the role of the baroclinic generation of vor-
ticity. And, second, because of the presence of strong longitudinal
motions along the filament that prevents the continuous build-up of
small scale magnetic field at any specify location within the fila-
ment, as instead observed at the centre of clusters.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the amplification of primordial magnetic fields
via a small-scale turbulent dynamo using direct MHD numerical
simulations with ENZO (Wang & Abel 2009; Wang et al. 2010;
The Enzo Collaboration et al. 2013). In particular, we have in-
vestigated the amplification of magnetic fields in the ICM and
in the WHIM of filaments. While in the ICM we confirm that
turbulence from structure formation can produce significant
dynamo amplification (even if the measured efficiency is smaller
than what is reported in some papers), in filaments we do not
observe significant dynamo amplification, even though we reached
Reynolds numbers of Re ∼ 200. The maximum amplification for
large filaments is of the order of ∼ 100 for the magnetic energy,
mostly due to strong compression in supersonic flows, correspond-
ing to a typical field of a few ∼ nG. This result is independent of
resolution and follows from the inefficiency of supersonic motions
in the WHIM in triggering solenoidal modes, while compres-
sive modes are dominant in filaments at all investigated resolutions.
Our results can serve as a guideline for the minimum resolu-
tion for the onset of small-scale dynamo in cosmological simula-
tions. Our results for the ICM (Sec.3.1) suggest that a dynamical
range of at least L/∆x ∼ 210 (where L is the scale for the driving
of turbulence and ∆x is the numerical resolution) is necessary to
observe the build-up of small-scale magnetic field in a dynamo pro-
cess, as this would enable a flow with Re > 500. Even if the bulk
of turbulence injection in the ICM at late redshift happens through
mergers and on scales of a fraction of the virial radius (Vazza et al.
2009, 2011a, 2012), the converging accretion flows within and the
injection of vorticity at accretion shocks (Ryu et al. 2008; Miniati
2014) are likely to build up magnetic fields in the ICM on scales
up to the order of the virial radius. Assuming L ≈ 2Rv , the above
criterion suggests that ∆x/Rv 6 100 to have efficient dynamo,
i.e. in order to achieve a large enough Reynolds number for small-
scale dynamo, a cosmological simulation needs a spatial resolution
of order ∼ 30 kpc for a 1015M⊙ halo (Rv ≈ 3 Mpc), of order
∼ 10 kpc for a 1014M⊙ halo, and of order ∼ 3 kpc for 1013M⊙.
The fact that clusters form late, combined with the fact that merg-
ers typical inject energy at scales below Rv, likely makes the above
estimate a lower limit on the required resolution, as shown in our
larger cosmological run (Sec.3.3).
It is more difficult to draw firm conclusions in the case of
filaments, as our runs do not clearly show a convergence on the
dynamo process. Our results suggest that a dynamical resolution
equal or larger than L/∆x ∼ 60 (where L is the width of the fila-
ment) is necessary to approach convergence in the energy share of
solenoidal and compressive motions (Fig.17), which sets the na-
ture of the turbulent forcing within the system. Despite the fact
that the theoretical Reynolds number available to the flow is large,
Re > 10
2
, in the presence of this dominant compressive forcing
no clear evidence of a fast dynamo is detected, even in our highest
resolution runs, where the total magnetic energy is only ∼ 10−5 of
the kinetic energy and carries memory of the initial magnetic field
imposed at z = 30.
The observational consequences of these results are important.
First, the deflection of UHECRs by filaments in the cosmic web is
expected to be fairly small, i.e. 6 1 degree, allowing the identifi-
cation of extragalactic sources (Sigl et al. 2003; Ryu et al. 2010).
Secondly, the detection of synchrotron emission by electrons ac-
celerated by shocks surrounding filaments will be very challenging
since diffusive shock acceleration requires a minimum magnetic
field of ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 µ G (Vazza et al., submitted). Within the
present uncertainties about the magnetisation level of the WHIM,
we suggest that any observation of large-scale fields in filaments
in the radio band will contain valuable information about the
strength of primordial magnetic fields (e.g. Neronov & Vovk 2010;
Widrow et al. 2011). Since the growth of primordial magnetic
fields in filaments should be dominated by simple compression
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 16. Amplification of magnetic energy as a function of numerical resolution (top) and Reynolds numbers (centre), for the clusters and filaments. Bottom
panel: average magnetic field at z = 0, considering a uniform seed field of B = 10−10G. The Reynolds numbers of each run is computed as in Eq. 1, based
on the typical size of the cluster (∼ 3 Mpc) and of the filament (∼ 4Mpc).
and small-scale shocks, the dynamical memory of the system
should persist over long cosmological times, and any observed
magnetisation level should closely connect to the primordial
magnetisation. This is different from galaxy clusters where most
of the magnetic energy is extracted from the kinetic energy budget,
thereby quickly erasing previous dynamical information.
Finally, we stress that our results imply by no means that the
quest for higher resolution in the filamentary structures of the cos-
mic web is useless. Provided that MHD can still be applied there
(Sec. 4), resolution can significantly impact the Faraday Rotation
from the intergalactic medium (IGM), which the SKA might probe
(e.g. Akahori et al. 2014). It also affects the synchrotron emission
from the cosmic web (Brown 2011; Araya-Melo et al. 2012) be-
cause shock statistics change with resolution (Vazza et al. 2011b).
The use of high resolution also allows to model galaxy formation
processes in filamentary environments in detail, which is crucial to
study the impact of magnetised outflows from galaxies (Xu et al.
2009; Donnert et al. 2009; Beck et al. 2013).
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APPENDIX A: TESTS OF TURBULENCE IN A BOX
In this appendix we show results from simulations of dynamo
amplification in driven turbulence with ENZO. A thorough
analysis of driven turbulence experiments has been given by
(Schekochihin et al. 2004; Ryu et al. 2008; Cho et al. 2009;
Jones et al. 2011; Federrath et al. 2011a). Our runs serve as a
proof of concept for small-scale dynamo in flows with large
numerical Reynolds number, and as a preliminary benchmark for
the application of the ENZO-MHD algorithm to larger cosmological
simulations.
In detail, we simulated the evolution of MHD turbulence in a
regular box starting with uniform density, temperature and passive
uniform magnetic fields, equation of state γ = 5/3, and applied
continuous stirring from turbulence injected at k = 2 (where k = 1
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corresponds to the box size). This is done with a specific module
available in ENZO, that generates random isotropic velocity fields
with specified input spectra and absolute normalisation for the total
velocity field (Wang et al. 2010).
In our tests, we employed 5123 boxes and drove M = 1.5 and
M = 15 isotropic motions in a continuous way. Figure A1 shows
the magnetic field strength at three different times for these two
runs, at epochs ≈ 0.005tdyn, ≈ 1.5tdyn and ≈ 3tdyn, where the
dynamical times is defined as tdyn = Lbox/Vdrive (Lbox is the box
size and Vdriv =Mcs is the rms velocity at the forcing scale.
The evolution of kinetic and magnetic spectra until 4 · tdun for the
two cases is given in Fig. A2, and highlights the significantly differ-
ent evolution of magnetic field structure in the two regimes. In the
M = 15 case after a very tiny fraction (10−2) of the dynamic time
we see the emergence of magnetic energy on very small scales,
as an effect of shocks that are formed very early inside the box
due to strong supersonic motions. The small-scale magnetic en-
ergy increases over time, without significantly changing the loca-
tion of the peak of magnetic energy, and after ∼ 4tdyn we observe
the hint of equipartition with kinetic energy on the smallest scales.
This case is close to the case of the WHIM in cosmic filaments,
due to the involved supersonic flow, even if the multiple collisions
of oblique shocks are more efficient in driving solenoidal motions
in the medium (mostly through baroclinic generation of vorticity
and at curved shocks through Crocco’s theorem, e.g. Jones et al.
2011), which reaches roughly a ∼ 50 percent budget of the total
kinetic energy at the end of the run, i.e. much more than in our sim-
ulated filament. Moreover, the forcing to which the magnetic ed-
dies are subjected is constant in time, while in the case of filaments
(Sec. 3.2) strong advection motions longitudinal to the major axis
of the filament tend to continuously replace magnetic eddies at a
given Eulerian location, thereby reducing their growth rate.
Conversely, the M = 1.5 is closer to the case of the simulated
ICM, given the transonic forcing regime and the enhanced pres-
ence of solenoidal motions by the end of the run (∼ 60) percent
of the total kinetic energy, i.e. similar to our high-resolution ICM
runs. In this case we observe in the spectra a slower build-up of
small scale magnetic energy, and the progressive increase of the
total velocity spectrum over time. In this transonic forcing the ther-
malisation of kinetic energy at shocks is obviously greatly reduced,
and a more volume filling and tangled velocity field can build over
time. Roughly after one dynamical time, we observe the formation
of a well defined peak in the magnetic spectrum, that progressively
moves to larger spatial scales and becomes of the same order the
kinetic energy at the smallest scales, as predicted in efficient small-
scale dynamo (Schekochihin et al. 2004; Cho et al. 2009).
Both simulations confirm the possibility of simulating small-scale
dynamo amplification with the ENZO-MHD version we adopted to
obtain our results in the main paper, and suggest that to get to more
quantitative answers in the case of the ICM and of the WHIM one
must resort to proper 3D cosmological simulation, in order to have
the large-scale dynamics properly taken into account.
0.000000 0.000006 0.000030 0.000124 0.000502 0.001998
M=1.5M=15
Figure A1. Maps of magnetic field strength (arbitrary units) for a central
slice in our driven turbulence tests with 5123, for the M = 15 forcing
(left) and the M = 1.5 forcing (right) case, at the epochs of≈ 0.005tdyn ,
≈ 1.5tdyn and ≈ 3tdyn, where tdyn is the dynamical time.
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Figure A2. Velocity power spectra (solid lines) and magnetic power spectra
(dot-dashed lines) for two 5123 “turbulence in a box” runs, assuming a
constant forcing of M = 15 (left) and of M = 1.5 (right). All spectra are
computed within a 2563 sub volume contained in the two boxes. The time
evolution samples ∼ 4tdyn with roughly constant time spacing.
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